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Disclaimer  
 This material is provided as a general marketing communication for information purposes only 
and does not constitute an independent investment research. Nothing in this communication 
contains, or should be considered as containing, an investment advice or an investment 
recommendation or a solicitation for the purpose of buying or selling of any financial instrument. 
All information provided is gathered from reputable sources and any information containing 
an indication of past performance is not a guarantee or reliable indicator of future performance.
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Value: COCOA. 

Analysis prepared on: 08/02/2020 

The description of the situation on the daily time interval (D1): 

          An interesting moment approaches on the COCOA. The daily chart shows a strong 
rising trend. The  price reached the N  basic range (marking colour yellow). After piercing 
the  resistance we  may expect the  continuation of  the  rising movement till the  next 
„change day” (18.02.2020).  

The description of the situation on the weekly time interval (W1): 

          The Kyushu Legs (candles of nine periods) confirm the rising direction. „Average 
Prices” (average candles) push the  subsequent maximums out, the  subsequent signals 
of purchase (BB) appear.  

Analysis compiled by: Bogdan Kobak コバック・ボフダン  



 

DISCLAIMER: This material is provided as a general marketing communication for information purposes 
only and does not constitute an  independent investment research. Nothing in  this communication 
contains, or should be considered as containing, an investment advice or an investment recommendation 
or  a  solicitation for the  purpose of  buying or  selling of  any financial instrument. All  information 
provided is  gathered from reputable sources and any information containing an  indication of  past 
performance is not a guarantee or reliable indicator of future performance. 

RISK WARNING: Information and appearing entries are of  an  educational nature and are not 
a  "recommendation" within the meaning of  the Regulation of  the Minister of Finance of  19 October 
2005 on  information constituting recommendations regarding financial instruments or  their issuers 
(Journal of  Acts Year 2005 No.  206, pos.  715). Investing in  the  Forex market using the finance 
leverage carries a high risk and there is a possibility of losing some or all of the funds invested. 

Renunciation: The author of  this elaboration and the owner of  www.ichimoku.eu does not take any 
responsibility for your trading decisions. Everything presented here was created only for training and 
teaching purposes. 
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